No induction of interchromosomal effect in male meiosis of Chinese hamsters with reciprocal translocations.
Chinese hamsters from five strains with reciprocal translocations, T(1;3)7Idr, T(1;3)8Idr, T(1;2)9Idr, T(7;9)16Idr, and T(1;5)17Idr, and a karyotypically normal strain, CHS/Idr, were used to look for an interchromosomal effect by chromosomal analysis of meiotic cells and one-cell embryos. The frequencies of nondisjunction at first meiosis in five normal (+/+) males, calculated by doubling the number of hyperhaploid cells, ranged from 0.43% to 1.33%, and there was no significant difference in frequency among individuals. On the other hand, the frequency of hyperhaploid cells in males heterozygous for each translocation ranged from 3.0% to 11.8%, and the frequency of hyperhaploid cells with an extra translocation-unrelated chromosome ranged from 0.2% to 0.4%, which is no different from that estimated from scoring of +/+ males at the second meiotic metaphase. In one-cell embryos from crosses between karyotypically normal females and male heterozygotes for T(1;2)9Idr and T(7;9)16Idr, 1.1% and 0.5% of embryos had an extra translocation-unrelated chromosome. Compared with the control, the frequency of meiotic nondisjunction showed no increase in male heterozygotes for the reciprocal translocations. Therefore, the results suggest that multivalents and rearranged chromosomes existing at first and second meiosis in male Chinese hamsters exert no influence on segregation of normal bivalents and chromosomes unrelated to the rearrangements.